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Design and synthesis of artificial host molecules using por-
phyrins have been eagerly studied for understanding biological
phenomena.1 Recent tactics for the molecular design are based
upon pre-organization, considering complementality of the host
molecules to a given guest molecule in terms of chemical,
topological characteristics, and compromising rigidity to maintain
the complementarity and flexibility to enable induced-fit via
cooperative multiple interaction.2 The synthesis is conducted by
using precursors bearing functional groups required or modifying
a porphyrin to construct a three-dimensional binding site on a
porphyrin plane, in which a guest molecule is bound via
coordination by a porphyrin metal center or hydrogen bonding/
electrostatic interaction by modifiers linked with the porphyrin.

In addition to the covalent bond-based synthesis strategy, other
tactics utilizing self-organization of molecules have come to be
recognized useful for building macro host structures.3 Molecular
imprinting (MI) is one of the strategies, that is a polymerization
technique allowing monomers cross-linked while associated
around a template molecule for fixing arrangements of the
monomers complementary to the template molecule. Subsequent
extraction of the template molecule from the self-designed
polymers results in “tailor-made” formation of complementary
binding sites.4 In this study, we propose and demonstrate practical
utility of MI for constructing a highly specific porphyrin-based
receptor site, that is, a three-dimensional cavity on a porphyrin
plane in cross-linked polymers to which a ligand is specifically
bound through multiple-point interaction (Figure 1). As a model
ligand, 9-ethyladenine (9EA) was selected because of its biologi-
cally importance, leading to great interests in host-guest studies.5

The polymer syntheses were performed, using two different
functional monomer species methacrylic acid (MAA) and1. An
imprinted polymer receptor for 9EA, PPM(9EA), was prepared

using both1 and MAA. Reference imprinted polymers were also
prepared using either1 or MAA, namely PP(9EA)6a and PM-
(9EA), respectively. Corresponding nonimprint blank polymers,
PPM(BL), PP(BL), and PM(BL), were prepared in the absence
of 9EA using the identical monomers.

The binding characteristics of the polymers were compared
chromatographically using the polymers as stationary phases
(Table 1). All of the imprinted polymers, PPM(9EA), PM(9EA),
and PP(9EA), showed significant retention for the template species
9EA, while 9EA was eluted quickly in the blank polymers. The
results suggest that each functional group randomly located in
the polymers has no significant interaction for 9EA under the
conditions applied and that the 9EA retentive property of the
polymers was presumably induced by imprint effects, that is,
complementary arrangement of functional monomers and produc-
tion of 9EA-modeled cavities. The retention factor of 9EA,
however, differs among the three imprint polymers. PPM(9EA)
displayed a significantly larger retention factor than the other two
prepared using a single functional monomer species; PM(9EA)
and PP(9EA) respectively displayed 33% and 3% of the retention
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of molecular imprinting of 9-ethyl-
adenine (9EA) using 5,10,15-tris(4-isopropylphenyl)-20-(4-methacryloyl-
oxyphenyl)porphyrin zinc(II) complex1 and methacrylic acid (MAA)
as functional monomer. A typical recipe for PPM(9EA): into 7.75 mL
of chloroform were added 9EA (50 mg, 0.31 mmol),1 (276 mg, 0.31
mmol), MAA (53 mg, 0.62 mmol), ethylene glycol dimethacrylate (2.9
g) and 2,2′-azobis(2,4-dimethylvarelonitrile) (15.5 mg). The mixture was
sonicated and heated at 45°C for 16 h. Resultant polymer was ground,
sieved, and washed with methanol-acetic acid. PM(9EA) and PP (9EA)
were identically prepared using either MAA (0.62 mmol) or1 (0.31 mmol)
as functional monomer. A monomer1 was prepared according to a pro-
cedure reported elsewhere.6 For details, see Supporting Information 1.
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factor value for 9EA compared to that marked by PPM(9EA).
The drastic effects of the simultaneous use of two functional
monomers strongly suggest the effective cooperation of the
porphyrin-based and carboxylic residues rather than independent
operation for retaining 9EA. Noteworthy improvement of selec-
tivity was also marked by the supplemental use of MAA,
compared to the previous imprinting system using1 only:6a while
PP(9EA) did not discriminate 9EA and its precursor adenine,
PPM(9EA) exhibited the longest retention of 9EA and no
significant retention of adenine, again suggesting the presence
of cooperative arrangements of1 and MAA for forming binding
site complementary to 9EA.

Affinity of the imprinted polymers was assessed by Scatchard
analysis (Figure 2).7 A nonlinear profile was displayed, which is
commonly observed in the Scatchard assessment of molecularly
imprinted polymers and is suggestive for the presence of binding
site exhibiting various affinities to the ligand.5a,7The assessment
was therefore conducted, paying particular attention to a partially
linear section observed at a range of 2.5-70 µM where relatively
high-affinity binding sites of each polymer can be estimated. As
a result, PPM(9EA) marked a larger binding constant (7.5× 105

M-1, SD. 9.7× 104) than PP(9EA) (3.8× 104 M-1, SD. 6.0×
103) and PM(9EA) (1.36× 105 M-1, SD. 5.2× 103).8 This leads
us to a conclusion that1 and MAA are cooperatively arranged
by the single template molecule to form the high-affinity binding
site, because independent arrangements of the two functional
monomers can only contribute to the total number of binding sites.
It is also notable that the binding constant estimated for PPM-
(9EA) was higher compared to artificial 9EA receptors previously
reported.5,9

Fluorescence spectra of the polymers are helpful for inquiring
behaviors of porphyrin-based binding sites, while the chromato-
graphic and batch binding tests evaluate average characteristics
of all the binding sites. As shown in Figure 3, PPM(9EA)
exhibited the quenching of fluorescent emission when it was
incubated with 9EA. The extinction was more sensitive at a lower
concentration range and became saturating at a higher concentra-
tion range. The nonlinear profile suggests that the quenching is
due to the binding of 9EA to the porphyrin-based recognition
site center, and more importantly, confirms that the porphyrin
residues are engaged in high affinity binding sites observed in
the Scatchard plot at the low concentration range. Fluorescent
extinction at a low concentration range, where the high affinity
binding sites are expected to be dominant, was further investigated
by comparing the selectivity of porphyrin-based binding sites
formed in PPM(9EA) and PP(9EA). A structurally 9EA analogue,
4-Aminopyridine (4AP), was used as a reference ligand, which
was retained comparably by PP(9EA) and less retained in PPM-
(9EA) compared to 9EA in the chromatographic tests. With a
good consistency with the chromatographic results, PPM(9EA)
displayed a superior selectivity for 9EA to PP(9EA) in fluorescent
extinction sensitivity; PPM(9EA) and PP(9EA) displayed 1.13
and 1.05, respectively, as selectivity factor defined as (I0/I9EA)/
(I0/I4AP) whereI0 is fluorescence intensity without any ligand, and
I9EA and I4AP are those with a corresponding ligand at 25µM.
The results show that porphyrin-based binding sites formed in
PPM(9EA) take up a ligand on the basis of a different mechanism
from that of PP(9EA), probably with cooperative assistance of
methacrylic acid residues.10 Structure of the binding sites is
currently unknown,11 which can hardly be understood because
of difficulty of spectroscopic studies of cross-linked, undissolved
polymers and heterogeneity of binding sites formed.12

MI demonstrated here thus appeared effective for constructing
a porphyrin-based binding site with three-dimensional, ligand-
complementary modification by carboxylic residue(s). Assessing
binding characteristics of the imprinted polymer by the three
independent approaches, it was suggested that MI using the
metalloporphyrin monomer1 is useful for constructing a binding
site recognizing a ligand via multi-point interaction and signaling
second messages as fluorescence. Because porphyrins immobi-
lized in polymers can be important biological models as demon-
strated by Wang,13 the findings of this study encourage MI using
plural functional monomer species for synthesizing porphyrin-
based artificial receptors with highly important, biological mean-
ings.

Supporting Information Available: Experimental details for the
preparation of1 (PDF), Scatchard plots of PP(9EA) and PM(9EA) (PDF),
and UV-vis absorption spectra for PPM(9EA) and PP(9EA) (PDF). This
material is available free of charge via the Internet at http://pubs.acs.org.
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Table 1: Retention Property of the Imprinted and Blank Polymersa

retention factor

polymer 9-EA adenine 4-AP 2-AP

PPM(9EA) 28.9 0.0 2.23 0.79
PP(9EA) 0.85 2.25 0.52 0.04
PM(9EA) 9.57 0.0 1.41 0.48
PPM(BL) 0.14 0.58 0.39 0.28
PP(BL) 0.15 0.47 0.86 0.15
PM(BL) 0.09 0.19 0.37 0.14

a A mixture of dichloromethane, methanol and acetic acid (97:2:1,
v/v/v) was used as the eluent at a flow rate of 0.5 mL min-1. The
column size was 100 mm× 4.6 mm i.d. and the sample size was 20
µL (1.0 mM). The elution was monitored by UV absorption at 260
nm. 4-Aminopyridine (4AP) and 2-aminopyridine (2AP) were tested
because of their structural analogy to 9EA.

Figure 2. Scatchard plot of PPM(9EA). The polymer (3.5 mg) was
incubated with 9EA (0-2.0 mM) in dichloromethane (3.5 mL). After
centrifugation, supernatants were analyzed by reversed-phase HPLC
(column: Supelco LB-8-DB, eluent: dichloromethane) to quantify 9EA
bound to the polymer. Bound/free values are plotted versus the amount
of 9EA bound. From the plot, the binding constant and the number of
binding sites were estimated to be 7.5× 105 M-1 (SD. 9.7× 104) and
6.2 µmol/g (SD. 0.39), respectively.

Figure 3. Fluorescence intensity at emission maximum around 605 nm
(ex: 423 nm) of PPM(9EA) suspension (2.0 mg) incubated with 9EA in
dichloromethane (2.0 mL). Dichloromethane was chosen due to suitability
for the metal coordination and hydrogen bond formation expected between
the polymers and 9EA, and the density close to that of the polymer tested
for stable suspension.
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